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Executive Summary

Introduction to the HfS Blueprint Report:
Internet of Things (IoT) Services
n The Internet of Things (IoT) Services HfS Blueprint Report reviews the emerging value chain of

services developing from providers that are addressing this potentially huge and transformative
technology.

n Unlike other quadrants and matrices, the HfS Blueprint identifies relevant differentials between

service providers across a number of facets in two main categories: innovation and execution.
HfS emphasizes the emerging nature of the IoT, with 55% of the total Blueprint scoring linked to
innovation-based evaluation criteria.

n The HfS Blueprint includes profiles and assessments of 17 service providers of IoT Services.
n We display our assessments of the 17 service providers on the HfS Blueprint Grid.
n The HfS Blueprint Grid recognizes providers in the following categories: High Potentials—up-and-

coming service providers that scored higher on innovation criteria than on execution criteria as
they build their practices. Execution Powerhouses—established, high-execution service providers
that have built effective delivery operations but need to innovate their capabilities and offerings
further. High Performers—service providers with strong combined innovation and execution
performance. Winner’s Circle—service providers with the highest overall performance.
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HfS Definition of Internet of Things (IoT) Services
HfS Defines IoT Services as:
1. Data streams to and from connected physical devices
2. Delivery of data from and to centralized repositories
by these physical devices for additional interactions.
Note: The devices delivering the data may or may not create the data themselves and may or may not process the
information before delivering it. The devices can be intelligent or dumb—ranging from an item tagged with an RFID
chip that is coded with a unique identifier to a large sophisticated heavy industrial machine with sensors that
monitor and control all aspects of operation, output, and health. Further, communication of data may be done via
various combinations of wired and/or wireless networks. These networks can be either open or private, and while
this communication is often carried out via IP protocol, it is not a requirement. As a result, the IoT includes a broad
set of activities, some of which have been used for decades in industrial control.

HfS defines IoT Services as digital strategy and tactical execution to solve business problems,
increase operational efficiencies, and/or create new markets by leveraging data to and from
connected physical devices (“things”) and the digital core. The digital core is typically a blend of
legacy IT infrastructure and modern digital tools and technologies.
IoT Services design, deploy, and enable interoperability with connected “things” as an aspect of an
overarching approach to solving business problems for clients and partners, ranging from innovation,
conception, and execution through to operational support and maintenance.
© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture
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Key Highlights: The State of the IoT Services Market
n There are two distinct IoT development areas: Where the Industrial Internet usage of IoT has a strong,

mature standards and interoperability services culture rooted in IT workflow logic, the IoT will be
emerging, mutating, and evolving for the foreseeable future, making it hard for services companies of
all types to coalesce teams around repeatable processes.

n IoT Services requires multiple skillsets working together: The IoT bridges multiple competencies

currently housed within different service provider practice lines. Business/digital strategy,
telecom/mobility, cloud, user experience, engineering, analytics, and security are blended in agile
teams for clients after strategic intents and goals are defined. For buyers, execution security and
interoperability competencies are table stakes for consideration. The ability of participants to
understand the business value of execution is critical for success.

n IoT is an ingredient of broader digital initiatives: A great deal of current activity focuses on strategy,

innovation, and planning, essential before focusing on execution. The ability to generate and gather
data on an ever-broader range of physical assets and interactions will yield value only if actionable
insights yield clear business value. Services providers are expected to participate in these strategic
stages.

n IoT opportunities require competitors to collaborate: Digital platforms that integrate data from

multiple sources are sought after to yield the greatest and broadest contiguous values. IoT point
solutions are of little use to business if they cannot interoperate, unless they solve a very specific pain
point.
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Key Highlights: The State of the IoT Services Market
(continued)
n The digital economy is forcing change on legacy businesses: There is only so far we can push legacy IT

as a platform for the scale of data and information flows enabled by the IoT and other initiatives. At the
same time, there are huge business pressures from newer digital competitors, forcing mature
businesses to look hard at re-platforming to accommodate the IoT and other digital data flows.

n The secretive, competitive nature of IoT planning obscures market perceptions: Although industrial

efficiencies case histories are commonplace, few of the vendors analyzed in this Blueprint could publicly
discuss the more innovative client work they were working on. This tends to skew perception of the IoT
to industrial sensor data flows and heavily marketed services and tools. Proofs of concept and pilot
projects are also often heavily publicized to gain traction in the marketplace and justify budgeting
decisions, where actual well-funded initiatives tend to be kept under tight wraps.

n Security foundations: Across the rapidly evolving digital landscape, end-to-end security is critical and is

a key value proposition for all service provider partnerships. The IoT’s chaotic evolution continues to be
full of potentially exploitable piecemeal components that could be dangerous platform points of entry
for hackers. This challenge slows development but is essential for responsible innovation and business
strategy rollout.

n Accessible and actionable data via plug-and-play digital services: Innovative IoT business uses are an

excellent example of the “born digital” next-generation technologies being leveraged to drive modern
business thinking.
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IoT Services Value Chain
IoT Services are those that design, create, and manage a pathway for the physical world to enter the
As-a-Service Economy by creating a bridge between hard goods (and services) and digital
infrastructure.
IoT CONSULTING
• Strategic planning and
business case
development
• Governance strategy
• IoT technology
roadmap (reference
architecture)
• Security strategy
• Data transport and
telecom cost consulting

IoT ENABLEMENT
• Product engineering
• Sensor development
Software engineering
Embedded tech
Device security
Custom App Dev
(dashboards,
visualization, etc.)
• Physical prototyping of
“things”
•
•
•
•

IoT CONNECTIVITY
• Network engineering
• Network
implementation
• Network security
• Telecom

IoT INTEGRATION

IoT MANAGEMENT

• Database design and
build

• Device management
• Cloud hosting

• Analytics
Implementation
• System integration
• Application
modernization

• Network management
• Data security

• Security

IoT Services, however, do not include the following activities when conducted as a standalone service: deploying or operating analytics,
implementing or running a data repository, developing or delivering a network, and creating or maintaining a physical device with the
capacity to create and/or communicate data. Those standalone activities would be classified as Analytics, Big Data, Network
Implementation, and Product Engineering Services, respectively.
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IoT Service Value Chain by Overall Current
Supplier Maturity
IoT CONSULTING

IoT ENABLEMENT

IoT CONNECTIVITY

IoT INTEGRATION

IoT MANAGEMENT

Strategic Planning
and Business Case
Development

Product
Engineering

Network
Engineering

Database Design
and Build

Device
Management

Governance
Strategy

Sensor
Development

Network
Implementation

Analytics Implementation

Cloud
Hosting

IoT Technology
Roadmap (Reference
Architecture)

Software
Engineering

Network
Security

System
Integration

Network
Management

Custom Development

Embedded
Technology

Application
Modernization

Data
Security

Design Thinking

Device
Security

Mature

Competitive market with examples of service offerings and customer case studies from a large number of service providers

Nascent

Market in development with limited examples of service offerings and evidence of activities
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State of the Market: Service Providers
n As-a-Service Winners are service providers that are being

entrepreneurial alongside clients and innovating in both
Industrial Internet and IoT activities, building new markets,
paradigms, digital systems, and data flows around a breadth
of different types of connected devices.

Accenture, Atos, Cognizant, EPAM, Harman, IBM, HCL,
TCS, Tech Mahindra
n The High Performers all execute well around older

Industrial M2M models, and are exploring and investing in
newer IoT. Evolving demonstration of more traction with
clients in defining and delivering at scale against business
outcomes and co-innovation.

Dell, Infosys, NTT DATA, NIIT Technologies, Syntel, Tieto
n Execution Powerhouses This category has deep pedigrees

and competencies in Industrial Internet work at a global
scale, with tremendous resources but is lacking in modern
IoT innovation and entrepreneurship.

Genpact, Luxoft
n VirtusaPolaris has High Potential with post-merger growth

showing promise through rapid maturation as a modern IoT
player.
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AS-A-SERVICE ECONOMY
Use of operating models, enabling
technologies, and talent to drive business
outcomes through outsourcing. The focus
is on what matters to the end consumer.
HfS uses the word “economy” to describe
the next phase of outsourcing as a new
way of engaging and managing resources
to deliver services.
The 8 Ideals of the As-a-Service Economy:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Write Off Legacy
Design Thinking
Collaborative Engagement
Brokers of Capability
Intelligent Automation
Accessible and Actionable Data
Holistic Security
Plug-and-Play Digital Services

Source: Beware of the Smoke: Your Platform Is Burning
by HfS Research, 2015

Key Market Dynamics

The Rapidly Changing Face of Business Strategy, Associated
Technologies and the Services that Are Sought After
In our current high-stakes business era, when digital is changing all aspects of daily lives and business
models, the Internet of Things (IoT) still largely has two dimensions.
The Industrial Internet originated in the early days of connectivity and has evolved to what
Europeans named “Industry 4.0”—a robust set of standards, technologies, and governance models
for sensor feedback from equipment and buildings to monitor operational efficiencies and health.
Where the Industrial Internet’s roots in the last century largely associate it with that era’s enterprise
IT logic and workflows, the IoT has exploded onto the world stage in a tsunami of hyperbole and red
herrings, as is typical with emergent trends and technologies.
The IoT is fundamentally an attribute of the digital toolkit (mobility, cloud, bots, data flows, and
analytics, human collaboration and experiences, security, payments, governance), and as an
ingredient in digital business plans has varying levels of importance depending on business goals and
needs.
Where the Industrial Internet is now part of the fabric of our lives and the bedrock for newer
incremental developments, such as smart cities and cars, IoT business models are evolving very fast
for commercial value applications, both as products and as countless tuck-ins to existing information
flows and processes.
A tangible example is the speed with which drones emerged and became a huge consumer market,
an invaluable visual inspection tool, and an originator of gigabytes of data that need to be processed
and stored.
© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture
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The Rapidly Changing Face of Business Strategy, Associated
Technologies and the Services that Are Sought After, continued
Drones are one example of the speed at which data creation “things” and tools emerge and
become part of daily life—and a $127 billion market by 2020 according to PwC data.
LIDAR (a radar-like detection system that “sees” using light from lasers) will guide the next
generations of drones away from power lines and other objects, allowing for many more automatic
use models. The commercial uses for these tools and the data they capture are widespread, part of
countless business models and leveraged in efforts to create autonomous vehicles.
Currently, the IoT is an evolving mass of competing standards, security
concerns, and interoperability issues, with transportation via mobile
spectrum/G5, low-power wide area networks, and sensor technologies also
at varying emergent stages of evolution.
None of the legacy players in business, IT, marketing, and legal consulting have strong broad skill sets
in digital strategic and tactical thinking, and there is a vacuum for credible partners to business. A
broad market shift focused on digital innovation and execution is creating a new generation of
trusted partners, while some of the legacy thinking players will lose relevance or be pushed to
commodity provider status.
This report focuses on innovation and execution competencies around the IoT within the broader
context of digital demands, strategies, and technical execution sophistication.
© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture
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Journey to the As-a-Service Economy
§ Moving into the As-a-Service Economy means changing the nature and focus of engagement among
enterprise buyers, service providers, and advisors.
§ “As-a-Service” unleashes people talent to drive new value through smarter combinations of talent and
technology focused on business results beyond cost reduction.

Fixed Assets

Leveraged Assets
7
Holistic
Security

CHANGE MGMT
Ideals
3
Brokers of
Capability
1
Write Off
Legacy
LEGACY

ECONOMY
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2
Design
Thinking

5
Intelligent
Automation

4
Collaborative
Engagement

6
Accessible
and
Actionable
Data

AS-A-SERVICE
8
Plug-andPlay Digital
Services

ECONOMY

SOLUTION
Ideals
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IoT As-a-Service Economy: Ideal Provider Attributes
HfS uses the word “economy” to emphasize that the emerging next phase of outsourcing is a more
flexible, outcome-focused way of engaging and managing resources to deliver services. Operating
in the As-a-Service Economy means architecting use of increasingly mature operating models,
enabling technologies and talent to drive targeted business outcomes. The focus is on value to the
consumer.
II. EMPOWERING TALENT
TO MAKE IT ALL
POSSIBLE

I. THE OPTIMUM
OPERATING MODEL
Outsourcing | Shared Services
GBS | BPaaS/SaaS/IaaS |
Crowdsourcing

TOOLS/INFRASTRUCTURE

IV. TECHNOLOGY
TO AUGMENT
KNOWLEDGE LABOR
Digitization and Robotic
Automation | Analytics | Mobility
| Social Media | Cognitive
Computing

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture

AS-A-SERVICE
ECONOMY
Agility | Collaboration
One-to-Many |
Outcome Focus
Plug-and-Play Services

Capabilities over Skills |
Defining Outcomes |
Creativity | Data Science

GOVERNANCE

III. A BURNING
PLATFORM FOR CHANGE
Globalization of Labor |
High-Growth Emerging Markets |
Disruptive Business Models |
Consumerization

IoT Service Provider Innovation and Execution Journey
Buyers should be aware service providers have very different innovation and execution
strengths and weaknesses across IoT and Industry 4.0 strategic, tactical, and technical
skillsets, and different technology platform partner allegiances.

Innovation

Innovation outside Industrial Internet models
connecting data to the rest of the business
and partner ecosphere
Examples: Real-time data from flow to and from
manufacturing, services in connected “one
connected devices office” environment
- Consumer manufacturing of smart products
- Smart vehicles, equipment with strong support,
self-healing attributes

LEGACY
ECONOMY

Fully connected enterprise
with IoT attributes feeding data
to and from a ‘digital core’

AS-A-SERVICE
ECONOMY

Examples: Fully integrated digital business entity with
global connectivity, processes, and customer relationships
- Amazon
- Apple Computer
Many CPG firms
- Fintech firms

15-year-old Industrial Internet
Local sensor data from devices

Evolution of the Industrial Internet
to Industry 4.0

Examples: Legacy serial port era
industrial control mechanisms
Limited connectivity and data flows
- Oil & Gas
- Manufacturing
- Older heavier technologies

Examples: Smart factories and heavy equipment with
“local only” data flows. Multiple IoT point solutions.
Much greater connectivity, more modern robotic
equipment
- Oil & Gas
- Manufacturing
- Modern heavy technologies
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IoT Innovation and Execution Data Flow Ideals
The IoT flows to Core Digital Data flows from smart objects into their controlling
organization’s digital “backbone” core, where it is analyzed, distributed, and routed to
relevant systems and people
Security

AS-A-SERVICE
ECONOMY

Desired business
Outcomes, value to customer

Data Lake

Legacy IT

Digital Core

Innovation

Real-time intelligence, Analytics

Other digital attributes

Internet of Things

Industrial Internet

LEGACY
ECONOMY
© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture
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The Eight Ideals of the Broader As-a-Service Economy

LEGACY OUTSOURCING

Intelligent
Simplification

AS-A-SERVICE ECONOMY

Legacy technology investments that limit agility
and create masses of exceptions addressed
through adding internal and external FTEs

1.
Write Off Legacy

Using platform-based solutions, DevOps, and API
ecosystems for more agile, less exceptionoriented systems

Resolving problems by looking first at the process
as the source of the solution

2.
Design Thinking

Understanding the business context to
reimagine processes aligned with meeting client
needs

3.
Brokers of Capability

Orienting governance to source expertise from
all available sources, both internally and
externally, to address capability gaps

4.
Collaborative Engagement

Ensuring relationships are contracted to drive
sustained expertise and defined outcomes

Focusing governance staff on managing to the
letter of the contract and the decimal points of
service levels
Evaluating relationships on baselines of cost,
effort, and labor
Operating fragmented processes across multiple
technologies with significant manual
interventions

5.
Intelligent Automation

Performing ad-hoc analysis on unstructured data
with little integration or business context

6.
Actionable and Accessible Data

Responding with post-event fixes; little focus on
end-to-end process value chains

7.
Holistic Security

Proactively managing digital data across the
service chain of people, systems, and processes

8.
Plug-and-Play Digital Business Services

Plugging into “ready to go” business outcome–
focused, people, process, and technology
solutions with security measures

Undertaking complex, painful technology
transitions to reach steady state

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture
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Using of automation and cognitive computing to
blend analytics, talent, and technology
Applying analytics models, techniques, and
insights from big data in real time

How IoT Services Play in the As-a-Service Economy
AS-A-SERVICE
IDEAL DEFINITION

IDEAL

EXAMPLE

Write Off Legacy

Using platform-based solutions, DevOps, and API
ecosystems for more agile, less exceptionoriented systems

Pulling relevant data flows from ring-fenced legacy systems to contribute to the
digital core in order to drive modern business models

Design Thinking

Understanding the business context to reimagine
processes aligned with meeting client needs

Identifying business models that leverage IoT attributes to drive new markets and
cost savings

Brokers of
Capability

Orienting governance to source expertise from all
available sources, both internally and externally,
to address capability gaps

Assembling fit for purpose As-a-Service digital platform frameworks to enable
modern business data flows to and from IoT components

Collaborative
Engagement

Ensuring relationships are contracted to drive
sustained expertise and defined outcomes

The IoT contributes structured data to unstructured collaborative frameworks
across broad ecospheres around business outcomes

Accessible and
Actionable Data

Applying analytics models, techniques, and
insights from big data in real time

The IoT provides a new level and depth of data flows that require a sophisticated
As-a-Service cloud infrastructure that enables real-time actionable intelligence

Holistic Security

Proactively managing digital data across the
service chain of people, systems, and processes

For the IoT, securing data within sophisticated networks is critical to success

Plug-and-Play
Digital Business
Services

Plugging into “ready to go” business outcome–
focused, people, process, and solutions with
security measures

Ecosphere that runs on an agile digital core that allows and accommodates rapid
technology changes and enables data flow increases and rerouting
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IoT Solution Examples Across Verticals
INDUSTRY VERTICALS

EXAMPLES

Aerospace

Connected Aerospace, Connected Repair Solutions

Automotive & Transportation

Connected Car, Insurance Telematics, Fleet Management, Connected Ship, Interactive Geospatial Solution,
Connected EV Stations, Predictive Analytics to Reduce Maintenance and Warranty Costs

Manufacturing

Connected Asset Management, Connected Workers, Remote Diagnostic and Predictive Maintenance for
Industrial Machines, Stolen Asset Retrieval, Transparent Supply Chain, Connected Shopfloor

Buildings

Connected Home, Smart Energy, Connected Building, Connected Security

Agriculture

Precision Farming, Farm to Fork

Consumer Electronics

Smart Wearables, Subscription Enablement Platform, Authentication Applications for Wearables

Urban Infrastructure

Smart Parking, Smart Light, Smart Bin, Smart Waste, Digital Underground Mapping, Infrastructure Monitoring,
Bridge Monitoring

Healthcare & Life Sciences

Connected Healthcare, Health Facility Way Finding, Virtual Care Platform, Patient Engagement Platform,
Connected Patient, Emergency Management

Oil & Gas

Digital Oil Field, Smart Drilling, Smart Oil Transportation, Solar and Wind Power Monitoring

Utilities

Smart Grid, Smart Metering, Connected Power Plant, Connected Solar Farm, Connected Wind Farm

Mining & Resources

Connected Mines, Connected Supply Chain

BFSI

Cryptocurrency, Block Chain Asset Management, Beacons for Commerce
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IoT Solution Examples by Verticals: Innovation/Entrepreneurial vs. Execution
Innovative/Entrepreneurial

Using Design Thinking, broader business strategy to drive new ideas and markets

Execution

Increased focus on Industry 4.0 control systems, sensor, and data flow technical evolution

INDUSTRY VERTICALS

EXAMPLES

Aerospace

Connected Aerospace, Connected Repair Solutions

Automotive & Transportation

Connected Car, Insurance Telematics, Fleet Management, Connected Ship, Interactive Geospatial
Solution, Connected EV Stations, Predictive Analytics to Reduce Maintenance and Warranty Costs

Manufacturing

Connected Asset Management, Connected Workers, Remote Diagnostic and Predictive Maintenance for
Industrial Machines, Stolen Asset Retrieval, Transparent Supply Chain, Connected Shopfloor

Buildings

Connected Home, Smart Energy, Connected Building, Connected Security

Agriculture

Precision Farming, Farm to Fork

Consumer Electronics

Smart Wearables, Subscription Enablement Platform, Authentication Applications for Wearables

Urban Infrastructure

Smart Parking, Smart Light, Smart Bin, Smart Waste, Digital Underground Mapping, Infrastructure
Monitoring, Bridge Monitoring

Healthcare & Life Sciences

Connected Healthcare, Health Facility Way Finding, Virtual Care Platform, Patient Engagement Platform,
Connected Patient, Emergency Management

Oil & Gas

Digital Oil Field, Smart Drilling, Smart Oil Transportation, Solar and Wind Power Monitoring

Utilities

Smart Grid, Smart Metering, Connected Power Plant, Connected Solar Farm, Connected Wind Farm

Mining & Resources

Connected Mines, Connected Supply Chain

Banking, Financial Services,
Insurance

Cryptocurrency, Block Chain Asset Management, Beacons for Commerce
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Research Methodology

Research Methodology
Data Summary

This Report Is Based On:

n More than 1,080 data points were collected from more than 56 IoT

Services contracts, covering 18 major service providers. There were
others (such as HP and Capgemini) whose IoT service offerings are
still evolving and were not yet in a position to be included but on
which we will report later.
n Data was collected in Q2-Q3 2016, covering buyers, providers, and
advisors/influencers of IoT Services.

Participating Service Providers

§ Tales from the Trenches: Interviews
with buyers who have evaluated
service providers and experienced
their services. Some contacts were
provided by service providers, and
others were interviews conducted
with HfS Executive Council members
and participants in our extensive
market research.
§ Sell-Side Executive Briefings:
Structured discussions with service
providers regarding their vision,
strategy, capability, and examples of
innovation and execution.
§ Publicly Available Information:
Thought leadership, investor analyst
materials, website information,
presentations given by senior
executives, industry events, etc.
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HfS Blueprint Scoring: IoT Services Scoring Percentage
Breakdown
EXECUTION

45%

Quality of Customer Relationships
Quality of Account Management Team
How Service Providers Incorporate Customer Feedback
Real-World Delivery Solutions
Proprietary Delivery Models
Standard Delivery Methods
Flexible Pricing Models to Meet Customer Needs

15%
5%
10%
20%
15%
5%
10%

INNOVATION

55%

Future Alignment with Changing Market
Acquisition and Investment Strategy
Partnership Ecosystem
Collaboration and Development Techniques

25%
5%
10%
10%

Strength of Vision for IoT Services

15%

Ability to Go Beyond Stage 1 (Digitization) with the IoT

15%

Creation of Proprietary Frameworks for Analyzing Needs
Industry Experience

TOTAL

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture
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Blueprint Scoring Definitions: Innovation
INNOVATION

Innovation is the combination of improving services and business outcomes.

Future Alignment with Changing Market

How future looking is the service provider in terms of aligning itself—in skills and offerings—
with the evolving market demand? Is it keeping pace, is it a fast follower, or is it leading the
way?

Acquisition and Capability Development

How does the service provider incorporate capability development investments, including
acquisitions, into its strategy, and what has been accomplished already?

Partnership Ecosystem

What is the role of partnerships in the development of the service provider’s solution
ecosystem? How extensive is the current partnership ecosystem?

Collaboration Techniques

How well does the service provider collaborate with clients and partners to develop PoCs into
full-scale business solutions and IoT offerings?

Strength of Vision for IoT Services

Does the service provider have a strong vision for services across the IoT value chain?

Ability to Go Beyond Stage 1 with the IoT

How well has the service provider integrated innovative approaches and emerging skills and
technologies into services? Does it also bring the core technology platform to assist an
enterprise in deploying the next level of IoT solutions?

Creation of Proprietary Frameworks
for Analyzing Needs

What, if any, proprietary frameworks does the service provider utilize to analyze the underlying
business need?

Industry Expertise

Does the service provider have any industry IoT-specific offerings? If so, what are the nature of
these, and how far advanced is it in building this area out?
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Blueprint Scoring Definitions: Execution
EXECUTION

How well does the service provider execute on its contractual agreement, and how well does
the service provider manage the client–provider relationship?

Quality of Customer Relationships

How engaged are service providers in managing the client relationship based on the
following metrics: quality of account management, service provider/client engagement, and
incorporation of feedback?

Quality of Account Management Team

What is the quality level of professional skills in the account management team?

How Service Providers Incorporate
Customer Feedback

How have service providers taken feedback and incorporated that feedback into offerings?

Real-World Delivery Solutions

Does the solution provided compare favorably to peers regarding value creation through
current offerings, partnerships, subject matter expertise, and delivery models?

Proprietary Delivery Models

What, if any, proprietary software platforms and process structures has the service provider
created to deliver these services?

Standard Delivery Methods

What, if any, standard software tools and business platforms does the service provider utilize
to deliver these services?

Flexible Pricing Models to Meet Customer
Needs

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Accenture

How flexible are the service providers when determining pricing of contracts? Have the
service providers aligned these terms with the unique demands of IoT projects?
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Service Provider Analysis

Guide to the Blueprint Grid
To distinguish service providers that show competitive differentiation in a particular line of delivery with
progress in realizing the As-a-Service Economy of business outcome-oriented, on-demand talent and
technology services, HfS awards these providers the As-a-Service Winner’s Circle designation.
EXECUTION

INNOVATION

As-a-Service Winner’s Circle
show excellence recognized by clients
in the 8 Ideals in execution and
innovation

Collaborative relationships with clients,
services executed with a combination of
talent and technology as appropriate, and
flexible arrangements.

Articulate vision and a “new way of
thinking,” have recognizable investments in
future capabilities, strong client feedback,
and are driving new insights and models.

High Performers
demonstrate strong capabilities but
lack an innovative vision or
momentum in execution of the vision

Execute some of the following areas with
excellence: worthwhile relationships with
clients, services executed with “green
lights,” and flexibility when meeting clients’
needs.

Typically, describe a vision and plans to
invest in future capabilities and
partnerships for As-a-Service, and illustrate
an ability to leverage digital technologies
and/or develop new insights with clients.

High Potentials
demonstrate vision and strategy but
have yet to gain momentum in
execution of it

Early results and proof points from
examples in new service areas or
innovative service models, but lack scale,
broad impact, and momentum in the
capability under review.

Well-plotted strategy and thought
leadership, showcased use of newer
technologies and/or roadmap, and talent
development plans.

Execution Powerhouses
demonstrate solid, reliable execution
but have yet to show significant
innovation or vision

Evidence of operational excellence;
however, still more of a directive
engagement between a service provider
and its clients.

Less evident vision and investment in
future-oriented capability, such as skills
development, “intelligent operations,” or
digital technologies.
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HfS Blueprint Grid: Internet of Things (IoT) 2016
Investing in Innovation to Change

Excellent at Innovation and Execution

HIGH
POTENTIALS

AS-A-SERVICE
WINNER’S
CIRCLE

HIGH
PERFORMERS

Accenture
Atos

IBM
NTT Data

INNOVATION

VirtusaPolaris

HCL
Infosys

Syntel Tieto

Dell Services
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Cognizant
EPAM
Tech Mahindra
TCS
Luxoft

NIIT Technologies

Building All Capabilities

Harman

Genpact

Execution Is Ahead of Innovation

EXECUTION
POWERHOUSES

Major Service Provider Dynamics: Highlights
INNOVATION

EXECUTION

• Because the IoT is typically a subset of a broader business
strategy, many suppliers have purchased design and
ideation firms (Tech Mahindra purchased Pininfarina,
Cognizant Designit as examples) to move up the strategy
and innovation value chain around broader digital
constructs. How well these add-ins to large IT
organizations work in the context of client strategic needs
requires close scrutiny. Accenture currently have a tactical
advantage since they are already trusted strategic advisors.

• Buying decisions are often influenced by comparing pricing
flexibility and co-investment options with shared risks and
rewards. Buyers cited IBM, Harman, TCS, and Tieto for
flexibility, while Accenture, Atos, NTT DATA, and Tech
Mahindra As-a-Service pricing for IoT is considered
forward-thinking for subscription-based promised
outcomes over time.

• Innovation in the Industrial Internet evolution in heavy
machinery is very different from the more interconnected
digital world. Harman, Atos, and Luxoft are well
established in the smart car standards ecosphere, for
example, but others may have greater agility in
entrepreneurial connected product efforts, depending on
business goals, needs, and scale.
• Where the Oil & Gas, Utilities, and Mining & Resources
verticals are focused on modest innovation within complex
legacy industrial frameworks, innovation in connected
smart “things” are on a very different trajectory where
proof-of-value experimentation is common. It is unfair to
call out specific suppliers here given their different
dimensions of innovation.
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• Decision making about proprietary and/or open source
standards is critical for the IoT, particularly for
interoperability with legacy systems. Vendors that
collaborate with partners and clients are important,
with Cognizant, EPAM, Genpact, and NIIT receiving kudos
for working closely with clients.
• Tie-ins to larger “systems of intelligence” where IoT data
flows to and from larger core digital enterprise systems as
part of broader digital strategies require sophisticated
strategy and suppliers. Accenture, Atos, IBM, and Infosys
were considered particularly capable at this level of
execution.
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IoT Services Value Chain
IoT Services are those that design, create, and manage a pathway for the physical world to enter the
As-a-Service Economy by creating a bridge between hard goods (and services) and digital infrastructure.
IoT CONSULTING

IoT ENABLEMENT

• Strategic planning and
business case
development
• Governance strategy
• IoT technology
roadmap (reference
architecture)

• Product engineering
• Sensor development
Software engineering
Embedded tech
Device security
Custom App Dev
(dashboards,
visualization, etc.)
• Physical prototyping of
“things”
•
•
•
•

• Security strategy
• Data transport and
telecom cost consulting

IoT CONNECTIVITY
• Network engineering
• Network
implementation
• Network security
• Telecom

IoT INTEGRATION

IoT MANAGEMENT

• Database design and
build

• Device management
• Cloud hosting

• Analytics
Implementation
• System integration
• Application
modernization

• Network management
• Data security

• Security

IoT Services, however, do not include the following activities when conducted as a standalone service: deploying or operating analytics,
implementing or running a data repository, developing or delivering a network, and creating or maintaining a physical device with the
capacity to create and/or communicate data. Those standalone activities would be classified as Analytics, Big Data, Network
Implementation, and Product Engineering Services, respectively.

Key to Services Maturity on the Service Provider Profile Pages
Relies on Partners
Less Mature Services
More Mature Services

Maturity is based on the full
set of weighting criteria for
IoT Services, and the five
boxes are the five areas of
the value chain.
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Not Mature
Less Mature
More Mature
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Key to Four
Strengths/Weaknesses
on the Service Provider
Profile Pages: Innovation,
Execution, Industrial,
and Entrepreneurial

The Current Maturity of Service Provider
IoT Service Offerings and Capabilities
CONSULTING

ENABLEMENT

CONNECTIVITY

INTEGRATION

Accenture
Atos

MANAGEMENT

Key to Services
Maturity on the
Service Provider
Profile Pages
Relies on Partners

Cognizant
Dell

Less Mature Services

EPAM

More Mature Services

Genpact
Harman

Key to Four
Strengths/Weaknesses
on the Service Provider
Profile Pages: Innovation,
Execution, Industrial,
and Entrepreneurial

HCL
IBM
Infosys
Luxoft
NIIT Technologies
NTT DATA

Not Mature

Syntel

Less Mature

TCS

More Mature

Tech Mahindra
Tieto
VirtusaPolaris
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Accenture
Winner’s Circle

Business strategy through to execution continuity with strong IoT
expertise as an ingredient of a broader digital platform
Strengths

Challenges

• IoT Is in the Mobility Group Within Digital Practice: Accenture’s Mobility Strategy
and Consulting group heads up innovation and drives action plans with clients for
the IoT, pulling in the various Accenture platform technologies and partnerships as
needed. Momentum is under way with 1,200+ IoT engagements in 2015 and 2016.
• Internal Platforms, Tight Partner Relationships: There is a focus on developing
additional proprietary digital software and APIs this fiscal year for the IoT in order to
build out foundations for Accenture and its clients.
• Very Strong in Large-Scale Complex Industrial and Manufacturing IoT, and
Connected Smart Buildings: With 30 As-a-Service IoT apps, Accenture is investing
ahead of the curve for all sizes of projects from buildings to the “things” connected
to them.
• Strong Portfolio of IoT Work: Accenture is mature and experienced across many
industry verticals in IoT, implementing the backend data flows and interoperability
needed to disseminate intelligence.
• Accenture IoT Ignite: This methodology drives business value prototyping, PoCs,
and project planning ties with the larger services organization to scale projects.
• Significant Ready-to-Deploy Technologies: Accenture’s accelerators allow agility
and speed to market for IoT projects, backed by dedicated staffing and processes.

• As-a-Service Positioning: Accenture continues to actively build
its IoT offerings around an As-a-Service model. This approach,
along with complex partnering relationships, may not be a
good fit for some client needs and cultures rooted in less
flexible workflows and technology relationships, and
Accenture will need to help bridge these companies from
today to tomorrow.
• IoT Embedded in Mobility Practice: This makes sense from an
Industry 4.0 perspective, but some competitors have a more
direct lineage to digital strategy, a better fit for certain types of
IoT goals.
• Strong Partnership Model: Accenture may run into challenges
as the market matures and existing business models are
disrupted between larger tech players, causing stress to client
platforms as former allies become adversaries.
• Messaging: IoT is buried in generic Accenture digital marketing
positioning, and it can be hard to identify specific Accenture
IoT attributes, unique selling, and value propositions.

Blueprint Leading Highlights
•
•
•
•

Broad Digital Strategic Strengths
Strong Vision for the IoT
Flexible Pricing Models
Creation of Proprietary
Frameworks
• Industry Expertise

IoT Services Offering Maturity:
IoT Consulting
IoT Enablement
IoT Connectivity
IoT Integration
IoT Management
Service Delivery Operations
Innovation
Execution
Industrial
Entrepreneurial
Headcount: About 5000 in IoT and Mobile, about
36000 in Accenture Digital
Delivery Network: 30% US, Europe, Asia; 55%
India; 10% Philippines; 5% Eastern Europe
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Client Profile

Acquisitions / Partnerships

Go-to-Market Approach:
Accenture’s IoT practice formed in December 2014 as part
of Accenture Mobility, which is part of Accenture Digital.
Accenture IoT practice organized across five business
towers: Connected Transport, Connected Spaces,
Connected Operations, Connected Health, and Connected
Commerce. These towers have 30+ client offers.
Target Industries:
Global 2000 companies in 19 industries. The Accenture IoT
core target industries include: Utilities, Energy, Industrial
Equipment, Chemicals, Travel, and Transportation.

Acquisitions: Mobgen (2016)
•
OPS Rules (2016)
•
Cimation (2015)
•
Gapso (2015)
Relevant Strategic Investments
•
Ripple Labs (2016)
•
VenueNext (2015)
•
ChaoticMoon (2014)
•
Apigee (2013)
Partnerships:
• Amazon Web Services
• Apigee
• Cisco
• GE
• Intel
• Microsoft
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Proprietary Technologies / Platforms
Connected Transport: Connected Vehicle, Fleet, Transit
Systems, Insurance, Freight.
Connected Spaces: Connected Home, Connected Buildings,
Connected Cities
Connected Operations: Connected Asset Management,
Connected Worker, Connected Manufacturing, Connected
Agriculture
Connected Health: Remote Patient Monitoring, Wellness
and Prevention, Connected Pharma, Intelligent Health
Enterprise
Connected Commerce: IoT Payment and Data Security,
Blockchain and Cryptocurrency, Connected Contextual
Commerce.
IoT platform: Connected Platforms as a Service (CPaaS)
integrated with Accenture Insights Platform, a cloud
analytics solution, and the Accenture IoT Device
Platform (AIDP) an ARM-based Rapid Prototyping device
development platform.

Market Direction and
Recommendations

What Is Next for IoT Services
We see the following as the major trends in the maturation of IoT Services over the next
2–3 years:
n

The market will remain loosely defined as some service providers rebadge older
analytics, mobile, and cloud practices as “IoT Services” while others create standalone
practices—some narrow point solutions, some broader and including elements of
IoT/Industrial Internet.

n

As use cases mature and market demand for sensor data flows increases, more and
more service providers will position themselves as IoT capable and ready.

n

Standards and security will continue to be problem areas that impede use cases as the
IoT evolves and becomes more complex.

n

The mature Industry 4.0 and innovative, emergent IoT uses will be increasingly
intertwined and reliant on each other.

n

As the IoT is an attribute of broader digital data flow values needs for business,
coherent platform partnerships will become increasingly crucial for success for
suppliers and buyers.

n

Creating data flows, APIs, and analytics are table stakes for services, while identifying
business value from the IoT will be an increasingly important differentiator.
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IoT Services Market Adopting As-a-Service Ideals
How Ideals Will Progress Between Service Buyers and Service Providers
IDEAL

AS-A-SERVICE
IDEAL DEFINITION

NONEXISTENT

INITIAL

EXPANSIVE

EXTENSIVE

ALL
PERVASIVE

Write Off Legacy

Using platform-based solutions, DevOps, and
API ecosystems for more agile, less exceptionoriented systems and processes

2016

Design Thinking

Understanding the business context to
reimagine processes aligned with meeting client
needs

2016

Brokers of
Capability

Orienting governance to source expertise from
all available sources, both internally and
externally, to address capability gaps

2016

2020

Collaborative
Engagement

Ensuring relationships are contracted to drive
sustained expertise and defined outcomes

2016

2020

Intelligent
Automation

Use of automation and cognitive computing to
blend analytics, talent, and technology

2016

2020

Accessible and
Actionable Data

Applying analytics models, techniques, and
insights from big data in real time

2016

2020

Holistic Security

Proactively managing digital data across the
service chain of people, systems, and processes

2016

2020

Plug-and-Play
Digital Business
Services

Plugging into “ready to go” business-outcome
focused, people, process, and technology
solutions with security measures
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2016
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2020

2020

2020

2016–17 Recommendations: Enterprise Buyers
n

Be aware of your opportunities and goals: The mature Industrial Internet and the emergent IoT are two
dimensions of the business advantages broader digital data flows can create. It is possible to unlock the
value from these only with a coherent broader strategy. Many service providers have technical execution
skills but are light on business acumen in creating and stitching together the data “wiring” needed
to realize value from smart “things.”

n

End-to-end security is essential: Breaches of networks remain a massive concern as standards and use cases
mature. The weakest link will be sought out by attackers, and the IoT provides dangerous physical
opportunities in addition to data theft unless careful thought is given to all stages of connectivity and
operation.

n

Real IoT action is happening in great secrecy: Most publicly discussed IoT initiatives either are mature with
little competitive sensitivity or are projects and pilots that require publicity. The most interesting work is, by
nature, strategically important and under wraps—press vendors to explain their differentiation beyond
generic projects.

n

Point solutions are very different from broader data flows from multiple digital elements: Adding sensors
and gathering data often continue to be the easiest aspects of the IoT. Creating data repositories that can
capture new insights is now straightforward and can be leveraged across the firm. The real challenge for the
IoT is changing broader end-user processes to digital platform paradigms.

n

Deep skills in the Industrial Internet are not the same as entrepreneurial innovation: While the heavy
machinery–focused Machine to Machine (M2M) Internet has been evolving for more than a decade,
emergent digital business models for sensor-enabled mass-produced devices are a very different world that
requires digital strategy approaches to maximize benefit from data creation.
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2016–17 Shared Strategic Challenges: IoT Service
Providers
n

Where to invest? Legacy IT services companies have significant challenges in making IoT investment
commitments, with their growth investments at risk from endless low-value “tire kicking” exercises by
prospects tentatively exploring and understanding business value. As-a-Service approaches this problem
with flexible risk-sharing options that help both sides of the relationship get to grips with risk and reward
options. Education, strategy, and design thinking sessions help qualify and reinvent perceptions of IT
providers as being on top of what is a very new focus area for most people.

n

Where to partner? Partner ecospheres in the “systems of intelligence” era revolve around data flows, with
IoT devices of all sizes interacting with the core of business systems. Many of the older enterprise systems
were never intended for these volumes of sophisticated transactions and security. This means IoT service
providers have to choose their partners wisely to be aligned with platforms that are fit for purpose and
make sense for clients to invest in as part of their operations.

n

Where to focus? Pure-play deep “born IoT” services are frequently not well aligned with broader digital
transformation efforts of large clients around data value, despite IoT sensor data being increasing important
across most verticals. Point solution thinking and lack of identification of data value adjacencies could doom
some highly skilled players to being merely commodity provisioners unless strategic horizons are broadened.

n

Which standards to get behind? Consistent standards, security, and descriptors are essential if shared goals
across the service provider spectrum are to be met: To many prospects, IoT is a bewildering blizzard of
buzzwords, conflicting standards, poor interoperability, and scary security opportunities.
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2016–17 Recommendations: Service Providers, continued
n

A buyers’ market for now: For a still-emerging market, IoT Services are broad and deep with patchy uptake
at what sometime seems almost random segment interest by prospects. Consistency is found via clear paths
to business value, which are achieved with strategic consulting and planning. Whether suppliers choose to
drive this activity themselves or partner with consulting companies, this is almost invariably where scale
projects originate and where focus must be concentrated.

n

End-to-end is challenging: The Industrial Internet has mature incumbents while the digital entrepreneur
space is far more fluid. While they share some similar technological underpinnings, the business dynamics
are very different, and choosing where and in what segments to specialize is increasingly important to build
out practices. Partnering adjacencies are critically important to provide broader offerings that meet
prospect and client needs, while providing scaling options.

n

Platform or open source/best of breed? Both? Many modern digital companies are “full stack”
environments with a lot of open source flexibility. The IoT space has many competing proprietary platform
approaches from large vendors that services providers can leverage. Finding a balance that avoids vendor
lock-in is on prospect and client minds just as it is with suppliers. As-a-Service lends itself to platform
approaches, but open source is an essential element of systems integration and digital data flow
enablement.

n

Security security security: Fear of security breaches is a significant barrier to many commercial digital
initiatives, and concerns about “the weakest link” are all the more serious when “things” can be
compromised. Clients being able to sleep at night knowing their new IoT environments are secure are table
stakes for participation.
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About HfS Research
HfS Research is The Services Research Company™—the leading analyst authority and global community for business
operations and IT services. The firm helps enterprises validate their global operating models with world-class
research and peer networking.
HfS Research coined the term The As-a-Service Economy to illustrate the challenges and opportunities facing
enterprises that need to re-architect their operations to thrive in an age of digital disruption, while grappling with an
increasingly complex global business environment. HfS created the Eight Ideals of Being As-a-Service as a guiding
framework to help service buyers and providers address these challenges and seize the initiative.
With specific focus on the digitization of business processes, intelligent automation, and outsourcing, HfS has deep
industry expertise in healthcare, life sciences, retail, manufacturing, energy, utilities, telecommunications, and
financial services. HfS uses its groundbreaking Blueprint Methodology™ to evaluate the ability of service and
technology providers to innovate and execute the Eight Ideals.
HfS facilitates a thriving and dynamic global community of more than 100,000 active subscribers, which adds richness
to its research. In addition, HfS holds several Service Leaders Summits every year, bringing together senior service
buyers, providers, and technology suppliers in an intimate forum to develop collective recommendations—for the
industry and to add depth to the firm’s research publications and analyst offerings.
Now in its tenth year of publication, HfS Research’s acclaimed blog Horses for Sources is the most widely read and
trusted destination for unfettered collective insight, research, and open debate about sourcing industry issues and
developments. Horses for Sources and the HfS network of sites receive more than a million web visits a year.
HfS was named Analyst Firm of the Year for 2016, alongside Gartner and Forrester, by leading analyst observer
InfluencerRelations.
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